Sight and sound of actions share a common neural network.
The mirror-neuron system (MNS) connects sensory information that describes an action with a motor plan for performing that action. Recently, studies using the repetition-suppression paradigm have shown that strong activation occurs in the left premotor and superior temporal areas in response to action-related, but not non-action-related, stimuli. However, few studies have investigated the mirror system by using event-related potentials (ERPs) and employing more than one sensory modality in the same sample. In the present study, we compared ERPs that occurred in response to visual and auditory action/non-action-related stimuli to search for evidence of overlapping activations for the two modalities. The results confirmed previous studies that investigated auditory MNS and extended these studies by showing that similar activity existed for the visual modality. Furthermore, we confirmed that the responses to action- and non-action-related stimuli were distinct by demonstrating that, in the case of action-related stimuli, activity was restricted mainly to the left hemisphere, whereas for non-action-related stimuli, activity tended to be more bilateral. The time course of ERP brain sources showed a clear sequence of events that subtended the processing of action-related stimuli. This activity seemed to occur in the left temporal lobe and, in agreement with findings from previous studies of the mirror-neuron network, the information involved appeared to be conveyed subsequently to the premotor area. The left temporo-parietal activity observed following a delay might reflect processing associated with stimulus-related motor preparation.